6                                               ATTRACTIONS.                                  [ART. 15
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a straight rod AB is given by F= — sm -y--
14.    When the rod AB is infinite in both directions the angle APB is equal to two right angles.    The resultant attraction of an infinite rod at any point P is equal to 2m^j9, and it acts along the direction of the perpendicular p drawn from P to the rod.
This proposition leads to a useful rule which helps us to find the attraction of any cylindrical surface or solid which is infinitely extended in both directions. We pass a plane through the attracted point P perpendicular to the generating lines and cutting the cylinder in a cross section. If the attracting body be composed of elementary rods of line density m, each of these attracts P as if admass 2m were collected into its cross section and the law of attraction were changed to the inverse distance. The attraction of the whole cylinder is then equal to that of this cross "section. If the cylinder be solid and of volume density p, the cross section is an area of surface density 2p; if the cylinder is a aurface of surface density <r, the cross section is a curve of line density 2<r. The same rule will apply to a heterogeneous cylinder provided the density along each generator is uniform.
Three laws of attraction are therefore especially useful These are (1) the law of the inverse square, (2) that of the inverse
distance, and (3) that of the direct distance. /""*
15.    When the point P moves about and comes to the other aide of the attracting rod AB, crossing AJ$ produced but not passing through any portion of the attracting rod, the components X,  Y remain continuous functions of the coordinates of P, and will continue to represent the component attractions.   When P lies in AB produced 1' takes the singular form 0/0, but it is evident that it changes sign through zero.   The resultant attraction is then given by (3) which is free from singularity.
) 2Jwp -P passes through the material of the rod the case is somewhat different, f . When P approaches the thin rod, the angles /3 and a become ultimately JTT and -^?r, the Y component becomes infinite while X remains finite. The attraction is therefore ultimately perpendicular to the rod and finally changes sign through infinity. When P is inside the indefinitely thin rod the Y component is zero by symmetry and the X component represents the attraction.
In the preceding analysis we have regarded the linear dimensions of the transverse section of each element QQf as infinitesimal when compared with the distance from P. This however is not true for any material rod when P approaches
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